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Recommended noise levels in a residential property

• Bedroom: 30db
• Living Room: 35db

Single Glazed windows typically perform between 28-30db Solid stone walls typically perform around 40db. Brick and Block 2 inch 
cavity walls (new build) typically perform around 50db. On the rare occasion a customer is dis-satisfied with the performance of 
the Secondary Glazing it may be that the noise reduction is affected by the walls as the noise performance is only as good as the 
weakest point in the room.

Prior to the installation of the secondary glazing the primary window may have performed at 28db and the walls may have 
performed at 40db. The householder will distinguish the window as being the problem area as this is the weakest point. After 
installation the walls will still perform at the same level but dependant on which glass and style of secondary it will be at a higher 
Db level than the walls but the householder will still hear the noise the wall let through but there perception will be the window is 
not performing. 

Soft furnishing will aid noise reduction by absorbing the noise energy inside the room.

Rw dB values for Granada Secondary Glazing

200mm Glass to Glass

Secondary Glazing
Primary Window with 4mm Float Glass Primary Window with 6mm Float Glass

SS2 HHU BVS HTBVS SS2 HHU BVS HTBVS

4mm Float 49 50 49 47 51 51 51 48

6mm Float 50* 51* 51* 47* 51* 52* 52* 48*

6.4mm Stadip 
Silence 51 52 53 48 52 53 54 50

8.8mm Stadip 
Silence N/A 52* 52* 48 N/A 53* 53* 49

10.8mm Stadip 
Silence N/A 53 N/A N/A N/A 54 N/A N/A

4/12/6.4mm 
Sealed Unit N/A 53 N/A N/A N/A 53 N/A N/A

150mm Glass to Glass

4mm Float 48* 48* 47* 46* 51 50* 50* 47*

6mm Float 49* 49* 48* 46* 51* 50* 50* 47*

6.4mm Stadip 
Silence 50* 50* 49* 47* 52 51* 52* 48*

8.8mm Stadip 
Silence N/A 50* N/A 47* N/A 51* N/A 48*

10.8mm Stadip 
Silence N/A 51* N/A N/A N/A 52* N/A N/A

4/12/6.4mm 
Sealed Unit N/A 51* N/A N/A N/A 52* N/A N/A

KEY: SS2 - 2 Pane Horizontal Slider,   HUU - Side Hung Unit,
 BVS - Balanced Verticle Slider,    HTBVS - Heritage Tilt-In Balanced Verticle Slider

* Sound reduction figures predicted by Chiltern Dynamics using the basis of actual laboratory test results. Sound Reduction 
(Rw) measured in dB.
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How do we measure sound?
Sound energy travels in waves and is measured in frequency and amplitude. Amplitude measures how forceful the wave is. It is 
measured in decibels or dBA of sound pressure. 3 dBA is the softest level that a person can hear. Normal speaking voices are 
around 65 dBA. A rock concert can be about 120 dBA.

Frequency is measured in the number of sound vibrations in one second. A healthy ear can hear sounds of very low frequency, 20 
Hertz (or 20 cycles per second), to a very high frequency of 20,000 Hertz. The lowest A key on the piano is 27 Hertz. The middle 
C key on a piano creates a 262 Hertz tone. The highest key on the piano is 4186 Hertz.

Decibel reduction is measured over four stages where all four stages are important to ensure the window performs well.

Cavity -  The larger the cavity the better as noise passes through solid objects quite easily but when a cavity is introduced the 
noise passing through changes from noise energy to heat energy as it goes from solid object to air.

Stiffness - The stiffness of the product the noise is passing through is also important as the more flexible it is the more energy it 
will absorb thus reducing the noise.

Mass - The higher the mass of the product the noise is passing through is beneficial, the thicker the glass the better. Please bear in 
mind this offsets the stiffness factor as more mass in the glass is likely to be stiffer so this could be detrimental to energy 
absorption.

Air Leakage - If the seal/woolpile etc. are not effective this will have a negative effect on the overall results.

Glass Thickness
Conflicting thickness of glass is very important because if you have two pieces of glass the same thickness this will cause a 
coincidence drop as the levels of noise will pass through exactly the same therefore you always require a conflicting thickness of 
glass in the secondary to the primary window to ensure the coincidence drop does not occur. If the above rules are adhered to the 
customer can expect a high noise reduction dependant of type of glass used.

How noise is perceived by the human ear

The human ear does not register low frequency noise but responds very well at high frequency i.e. baby crying or phone ringing 
3db is the lowest frequency the human ear can distinguish. An additional 5db is perceived as a clearly noticeable difference. An 
additional 10db difference is the human ear perception of doubling the noise.

Examples of external noise levels

• Nightclub noise levels approx. 120db
• Road Traffic noise levels during the day (B Road) 80-85db
• Road Traffic noise levels during the night (B Road) 70-75db
• Road Traffic noise levels city centre 90db



Acoustic tile fits in window

cavity - cut to suit

Primary section (example only)
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Acoustic tiles are used to further enhance the secondary glazing by lining the window reveals and head. 

The acoustic tile is sold in sizes of 600mm x 1,200mm and can be cut to size by the customer to fit the reveals it is not usually 
applied to the cill of the window. The acoustic tile is similar to a ceiling tile you frequently see in offices. 

The sound reduction the tile offers is 33db and the sound absorption is 0.85. Sound reduction is the level of noise blocked or 
contained by a product. Sound absorption is the level of noise/echo absorbed by a product. The sound reduction figure is what is 
important to our customers.
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Optimum glass to glass distance 

recommended 150mm - 200mm
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Air contains varying amounts of water vapour, warm air holds more water as vapour than cold air. If warm air is cooled by a cold 
surface like a window pane it will not hold the same amount of water vapour, therefore the water turns into droplets of liquid and
collects on the cold surface as condensation.

How to reduce condensation using secondary glazing against single glazed primary windows

The seal on the Secondary frame and the sealing of the glass to the frame is as air tight as possible.

The primary window does not require draught proofing or sealing doing so will causea condensation trap within the cavity.

How to reduce condensation using secondary glazing against double glazed primary windows

When the existing glazing is double glazed or very well sealed it is important to remove excess moisture from the cavity by use of 
a trickle vent. 

Fitting a trickle vent into the secondary glazing avoids the cavity becoming a condensation trap.

Secondary Glazing assists by providing the following to combat condensation:

• Allows balanced, low level ventilation within the window reveal cavities
• Stops the inner glass from becoming too cold
• Prevents condensation forming on both the primary & secondary windows
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A Trickle Vent allows air to trickle into a room at a reasonable rate to naturally ventilate the room and ensures that the occupant 
does not feel a cold draught, the window security will not be compromised. 

Granada are able to install trickle vents through the subframe at the top, bottom or either side of the units. 

When installing the subframe needs to be increased to 42mm deep and is routed out to accept the vent, a trim is also supplied 
to fit around the vent creating a neat finish. On the Heritage Hinged Unit range the Trickle Vent is installed through the aluminium 
outerframe so no additional timber is required.

Trickle vents are supplied in two parts which are fitted to the front and back of subframe due to the back part of the vent 
protruding the customer needs advising they are unable to face fix the window.

Requirement & Regulations
Part F of building regulations dictates the following requirements:

England & Wales
Living room/Bedroom – 5000mm2

Bathroom/Kitchen – 2500mm2

Scotland
Apartment – 12000mm2

Bathroom – 10000mm2

Although there is no specific legislation in regards to trickle ventilation and secondary glazing it is ‘good practice’ to install a trickle 
vent into the secondary if there is one in the primary window and if the secondary glazing is being installed into older properties 
where a ‘leaky’ primary window or a badly sealed window would have provided some natural ventilation then installing a very 
well-sealed secondary would effectively block the air flow into the room and possibly cause condensation so again it would be 
‘good practice’ to install a trickle vent to allow a free flow of air into the room.

Standard Trickle Vent
• Granada currently supply the Greenwood S Vent 4000s
• Equivalent Area coverage: 3200mm2
• Dimension: 400mm x 22mm x 23mm
• Acoustic Attenuation in open position: 33db

Acoustic Trickle Vent
• Granada currently supply the Greenwood DN Vent
• Free Area coverage: 1600MM2
• Dimension: Internal: 202mm x 22mm x 11mm
• External: 278mm x 22mm x 38mm
• Acoustic Attenuation: 37.7db

Trickle Ventilators can also be used to combat condensation by allowing a free flow of air from the outside through the primary 
window and out the secondary glazing thus stopping any build-up of warm vapour heavy air in the cavity.
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Flyscreen is available in the following units:

Standard Range
• Insert (all varieties)
• Slimline Lift Out
• Lift Out
• Horizontal Slider
• Vertical Slider

Heritage Range
• Hinged Unit
• Hinged Unit (Tilt & Turn)

Please note: The flyscreen material replaces the glass it isn’t in 
conjunction with the glass.

Please note: The flyscreen material is only available in grey please make 
sure the customer is aware of this prior to quote/order.

Please note: The flyscreen material is NOT a midge mesh if the 
customer specifies a particular specification please ensure this is cross 
checked against our material.
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As standard all our units apart from the insert are supplied with a factory fitted.

subframe the following sizes are available:

45mm x 21mm 62mm x 21mm 70mm x 21mm
45mm x 30mm 62mm x 30mm 70mm x 30mm
45mm x 42mm 62mm x 42mm 70mm x 42mm

No Subframe
Some units are available without any timber subframe at all to reduce the sightlines even further, the following units are available 
in this option:

Standard Range
• Lift Out (Standard and Slimline)
• Horizontal Slider (All varieties)

Heritage Range
• Lift Out
• Horizontal Slider (All varieties)
• Hinged Unit (If no subframe is required only invisi hinges are available which restrict the opening to less than 90 degrees and 

an additional cost may be applicable)

Please note: If a window is supplied without a subframe the customer can ONLY fix into the reveal.

41

41

These are both pre-drilled and countersunk for Face or Reveal fixing we can also 
supply the timber with no pre-drilled fixing holes at all.
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All our units apart from the insert are supplied with a 27mm 
SBN PVC trim which are cut in lengths approx. 100mm larger 
than length and widths as standard this is supplied 
separately and the customer applies them to the face of the 
timber once the unit has been installed.

The Insert does not have a timber subframe therefore does 
not require a trim. We are able to supply additional trims in 
varying sizes should the customer require this the following 
are available from stock:

All the trims are SBN (Single Bull Nose) this means one side 
has a curved edge.

On occasion a DBN (Double Bull Nose) may be required this 
has curved edge both sides.

PVC
• 6mm x 21mm SBN
• 6mm x 27mm SBN
• 6mm x 45mm SBN
• 6mm x 65mm SBN
• 6mm x 95mm SBN

Painted Timber
• 6mm x 27mm SBN
• 6mm x 40mm SBN
• 6mm x 60mm SBN
• 6mm x 90mm SBN

Larger trims are usually required to finish off windows where the reveals are not square or if the reveals are splayed.

If the back of the secondary unit will be visible the customer may require trims to coverthe back of the subframe.
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Head Detail

Position

of trims
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Arched Windows
Every style of secondary in our range can be arched apart from the horizontal sliders.

Please note: Should a customer require a horizontal slider to be installed into an arched opening an arched lift out would be 
stacked on top of the horizontal unit. 

Please note: Should a customer require a Tilt In Balanced Vertical Slider the top panel will always be fixed for health and safety, 
customer will need to be made aware of this prior to quote/order.

Please note: The outer frame section on an arched lift out is NOT the same section used for a standard square unit, the panel is 
held in place by turnbuttons the  customer will need to be made aware of this prior to quote/order.

Circular Windows
Only Insert, Lift Out and Heritage Hinged Units can be manufactured as circles
Please note: Should a customer require a circular Heritage Hinged Unit this will 
split into two sections and hinged at the centre line with finger pull to open the 
frames (see sectional detail).

Please note: The outer frame section on a circular lift out is NOT the same sec-
tion used for a standard square unit, customer will need to be made aware of this 
prior to quote/order.

The timber sub frame on the Lift Out and Heritage Hinged Unit is also circular as 
are the trims to create a neat finish to the installed unit.

The trims for the circular units are only available in MDF material, the customer 
needs to be made aware of this prior to quote or order especially if order is made 
up of several units as PVC trims will be standard on square units so option of 
timber needs to be made available to customer so windows look uniform.

Please note: The handle on a Circular or full semi-circle Heritage Hinged Unit is 
a finger pull not a espag handle this is because the internal gearing used cannot 
be bent.

There are three types of arch we can produce:
• True Arch this is a symmetrical arch so the radius is the same all round
• Non True Arch is an arch with varying radius
• Gothic True Arch is a symmetrical gothic shaped arch, the shape of an 

gothic archgoes into a point at the top

If the arch is not a true arch we require a template or detailed drawing to be able 
to quote or manufacture accurately.

The timber sub frame is also arched as are the trims to be able to create a neat 
finish to the installed unit.

The trims for the arch are only available in MDF material, the customer needs 
to be made aware of this prior to quote or order especially if order is made up of 
several units as PVC trims will be standard on square units so option of timber 
needs to be made available to customer so windows look uniform.
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Shaped Windows
Some styles of secondary in our range can be shaped. Shaped Units usually are 
diamond, triangle or units with corners notched out and this can be applied to 
the following style of secondary:

• Inserts; and
• Lift Outs.

Comprehensive drawing or a template would need to be provided prior to quote/
order. 

Raked Windows
Every style of secondary apart from the horizontal sliders can have a raked head, 
bottom or both applied. Raked is a term used to describe a window which has 
one side longer than the other.

Please note: Should a customer require a Tilt In Balanced Vertical Slider the top 
panel will always be fixed for health and safety, customer will need to be made 
aware of this prior to quote/order.
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When large areas of glazing are required to be treated by secondary glazing due 
to limitations on size and weight we are able to offer the customer an option to 
couple and stack units together.

Every unit apart from insert and slim line lift outs can be coupled or stacked 
either using a heavy duty frame coupling section or timber to timber.

Coupling
When coupling units using an aluminium coupling section this is a finished 
product and requires no further parts, the timber is removed at the point of the 
join and the interlock section replaces the timber. 

When coupling using the timber sub frames this basically is two units butted 
together and a 38mm aluminium bar to cover the join.

Slim line Lift Out can only be coupled using the timber and 38mm Flat 
Aluminium bar to finish this is due to the outer frame only being 20mm single 
track rather than the 40mm double track. 

Inserts cannot be coupled.

Stacking
When stacking horizontal sliding units using an aluminium coupling section you 
must include for a support bar this prevents any ‘sagging’ in the units and is 
located behind the mullions.

Sagging will occur due to the weight of the top unit transferring down through 
the mullions onto the bottom unit the support bar will brace the overall unit.

When the support is used it requires a 70mm sub frame to accommodate the 
support bar the support bar is fixed through into the interlock section using a 
bolt.

Support bar measurements is 25mm x 25mm.

All other units can be stacked using just the aluminium coupling section or 
timber to timber and the 38mm flat aluminium bar.
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Bays are made up of 3, 4, 5, 6, and 7 sections.

Square Bays
Every style of secondary in our range can be utilised to make up a square bay 
apart from the insert as this does not have a sub frame.

Please note: If customer requires slimline lift out this style would have to be 
used on all three sections of the bay due to being a single track.

A square bay consists of three separate windows joined together at 90 degree 
angles to create a return. We require the front or back finished sizes and the 
angle to process the order.

Splayed Bays
Every style of secondary in our range can be utilised to make up a splayed bay 
apart from the insert as this does not have a subframe.

Please Note: If customer requires slimline lift out this style would have to be 
used on all three sections of the bay due to being a single track. The use of this 
style is limited and depends on the angle please check prior to quote/order.

A splayed bay consists of three separate windows joined together at an angle 
greater than 90 degree angles to create a return. We require the front or back 
finished sizes and the angle to process the order.

Bays incorporating standard range product and heritage hinged units
When a bay is made up of standard range product and heritage hinged units 
the timber subframe on the heritage is wider than the standard 
product to accommodate the handle.

The customer will need to be made aware of above prior to quote/order.

Splayed Windows
We are able to bevel the timber on the sides, top or bottom to accommodate 
sloping window openings. It is most common to have the side timbers bevelled 
and this is usually requested when customers are using secondary in older 
properties most modern properties are built with square reveals.

We require the front or back finished sizes and the angle to process the order.
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Thermal Insulation is measured in U Values, the U Value measures how well a building component in this instance a window 
keeps heat inside the room.

What is a U-Value?
The U-Value is a measurement of heat flow through the window, the lower the U Value the better the performance and this 
effectively means less heat is escaping out through the window.

U-Value measures only the ‘centre pane value’ this means it only measures the U Value of the glass not the whole window 
including all framing U Value.

The Technical Explanation
U-Value describes how much thermal energy in Watts (W) is transferred through the window with the size of 1 metre square (m2) 
at a temperature difference between the inner and outer face of glass is 1 kelvin (K) (+1degree Celcius). Therefore the unit for 
U-Value is W/(m2K).

What is WER?
The WER is Window Energy Rating this is the new system which took effect from 2010
for measuring the performance of new windows (both replacement double glazing and
windows in newly built properties).

WER measures the whole thermal performance of a window including the U Value In order to help explain to customers who are 
asking about A,B,C energy rated windows as a typical thermal performance we have calculated the following...

Secondary Glazing with 6mm energy saving (low E) K glass, fitted over a typical traditional timber window will achieve a WER 
Rating Scale of:

B or C Rated
Secondary Glazing with double glazed energy saving (low E) K glass, fitted over a typical traditional timber window will achieve a 

WER Rating Scale of:

A Rated
All this is approx. and dependant on the cavity and the glazing thickness (usually 4mm) of the primary window.

Important Information
The guidelines set out in Part L of the Building Regulations do not and never have apply to Secondary Glazing. The Secondary 
Window does not have to comply.

Building Regulations
L1B – Existing dwellings, England & Wales
Windows
• Window Energy Rating minimum Band C
• Whole element U-Value 1.6W/m²K or better 

Doors
• Whole element U-Value 1.8W/m²K or better 

L1A – New dwellings, England & Wales Windows, 
doors and curtain walling
• Whole element U-Value 2.0Wm²k



We can also supply our secondary to match any Ral Colour at an additional charge and extended lead time (see price list).

When an order is supplied in a Ral colour we also supply the trims in timber colour matched these are not available in PVC it is im-
portant the customer is made aware prior to quote/order especially if the quote/order is made up of standard white and coloured 
units as the trims will not be uniform.

Please note that for all heritage products a RAL set up charge is applied.
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The standard colour for our units is a high gloss white. We are able to offer the following colours from stock and the same lead 
time as our standard white:

 
 SA 098E       BS4800    
STD White 08B 29

       

High Gloss

          

Van Dyke Brown

                
       

(RAL 9910)

     

High Gloss

       

  

LIST PRICE

        

+ 10%          

  

 

RAL 1015

   

Light Ivory
 
 

   

+ 10%            
 

RAL 7015

 

   
RAL 9001

         

RAL 9005

    RAL 9010

BS 08 B 15
Slate Grey

        
Cream

    

        

Jet Black              

 
Off

 

White

 
Magnolia

 

  

   + 10%           + 10%           + 10%            

+ 10%           

+ 10%


